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Abstract
We investigate the production of a stochastic background of gravitational waves
in the electroweak phase transition. We consider extensions of the Standard Model
which can give very strongly first-order phase transitions, such that the transition
fronts either propagate as detonations or run away. To compute the bubble wall
velocity, we estimate the friction with the plasma and take into account the hydro-
dynamics. We track the development of the phase transition up to the percolation
time, and we calculate the gravitational wave spectrum generated by bubble colli-
sions, magnetohydrodynamic turbulence, and sound waves. For the kinds of models
we consider, we find parameter regions for which the gravitational waves are poten-
tially observable at the planned space-based interferometer eLISA. In such cases,
the signal from sound waves is generally dominant, while that from bubble collisions
is the least significant of them. Since the sound waves and turbulence mechanisms
are diminished for runaway walls, the models with the best prospects of detection at
eLISA are those which do not have such solutions. In particular, we find that heavy
extra bosons provide stronger gravitational wave signals than tree-level terms.
1 Introduction
In a cosmological first-order phase transition a stochastic background of gravitational
waves (GWs) is generated, which could be observed in proposed gravitational wave de-
tectors in space [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. In particular, gravitational radiation which was formed
at the scale of the electroweak phase transition (i.e., at a temperature T ∼ 100GeV)
has a characteristic frequency which, after redshifted, would be around the order of the
mHz today. This is close to the sensitivity range of the observatory eLISA [5], which is
scheduled for launch in 2034. This laser interferometer has a peak frequency in the range
of 10−3 − 10−2Hz.
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Although in the minimal Standard Model (SM) the electroweak phase transition is not
of first order, there are several extensions of the SM for which this transition is strongly
first-order. The strength of the phase transition can be characterized by the value of the
Higgs field in the broken-symmetry phase, φb. Thus, a phase transition is usually said to
be strongly first-order if this value fulfils the condition φb/T > 1, which is required for a
successful electroweak baryogenesis [6]. However, for the generation of gravitational waves
this condition may be not enough. A first order phase transition occurs via the nucleation
and expansion of bubbles. The collisions of bubble walls and the motions caused in the
plasma produce gravitational waves. For the GW signal to be sizeable, the bubble wall
velocity as well as the energy which is transferred to fluid motions must be large enough.
This generally requires significant supercooling and large latent heat. Thus, in principle,
the stronger the phase transition, the larger the amplitude of the generated GWs.
The phase transition provides three sources of gravitational waves, namely, bubble
collisions [7, 8, 9, 10, 11], magnetohydrodynamic (mhd) turbulence [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17],
and sound waves [18]. The corresponding GW signals have been calculated as functions
of a few relevant quantities which can be computed from the dynamics of the phase
transition. These are the temperature T∗, the bubble wall velocity vw, the duration of
the phase transition β−1, the ratio of the released energy to the energy in radiation, α,
and the efficiency factors κ. The latter give the fraction of the available energy which
fuels a particular generating mechanism, and have been determined as a function of other
parameters such as α and vw [12, 19, 20, 21, 22]. These results have allowed for several
model-independent studies [23, 24, 25, 26, 27], in which the GW spectrum was computed
as a function of the parameters α, β, vw, and T∗.
Specific models have also been considered, for which the gravitational radiation was
computed as a function of model parameters [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33]. Such a parameter
variation is certainly more realistic, since the quantities α, β, vw, T∗ are not independent.
However, these investigations rely on several approximations.
In particular, a key quantity for the calculation is the wall velocity. Unfortunately,
computing the wall velocity is a very difficult task, which involves microphysics [34] and
hydrodynamics [35, 36, 37]. Complete calculations of vw only exist in the non-relativistic
approximation [38, 39, 40] and in the ultra-relativistic limit [41] (see also [42]). Due
to these difficulties, the wall velocity is often set by hand in GW computations. For
instance, it is very common to assume a Jouguet detonation [28, 29, 30, 31, 32], although
this is generally incorrect [43]. Alternatively, one may choose a “representative” value
for a detonation wall (e.g., vw = 0.95 [27]). However, the detonation velocity may vary
between the speed of sound (cs ≈ 0.58) and the speed of light [35, 36, 37]. Another way
of avoiding the calculation of the wall velocity is to consider runaway walls (i.e., vw ≃ 1)
[27, 33]. The condition for a wall to run away in a given model is relatively easy to
determine. However, there are many models which do not allow for runway walls.
On the other hand, the quantities α, β, and vw depend on the temperature. It is usual
to compute these quantities at the nucleation temperature Tn (and to assume T∗ ≃ Tn),
which is defined as that at which there is one bubble in a Hubble volume. However,
it is well known that this temperature Tn corresponds to the onset of nucleation. The
supercooling continues during the development of the phase transition, and percolation
takes place at a smaller temperature Tp (the value T∗ actually corresponds to the reheat
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temperature after percolation). Since GW generation begins once bubbles begin to collide,
this additional supercooling should be taken into account, especially for the case of very
strong phase transitions.
In this paper, we consider physical variations of model parameters for concrete ex-
tensions of the SM. Our aim is to study very strong electroweak phase transitions which
allow for detonations or runaway walls. The main difference of our approach with previ-
ous works is that we attempt a realistic computation of the phase transition dynamics.
For each model we estimate the wall velocity and we follow the nucleation and growth of
bubbles until percolation. We performed a similar analysis in our earlier work [44]. Here
we extend that analysis by considering models with stronger phase transitions, and we
improve the calculation by taking into account the saturation of the friction force at high
velocities (which in particular is responsible for the appearance of runaway solutions).
For that aim we use an approximation for the friction developed in Refs. [45, 22], which
allows us to treat both detonations and runaway walls.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we describe our treatment
of the dynamics of the phase transition. In Sec. 3 we write down the formulas for the
GW signal produced by the different mechanisms, and we discuss the computation of
the relevant parameters from the phase transition dynamics. In Sec. 4 we present our
numerical results. We discuss on the dynamics of such very strong electroweak phase
transitions and the consequences for the generation of gravitational waves. In Sec. 5 we
summarize our conclusions.
2 The electroweak phase transition
2.1 The free energy
It is well known that in the SM the electroweak phase transition is a smooth crossover
[46], and one needs to go beyond this model to have a first-order phase transition. For
the SM, the tree-level potential is of the form
V0(φ) = −m2φ2 + λ
4
φ4 +
λ
4
v4 (1)
where φ is the background Higgs field, defined by 〈H0〉 ≡ φ/√2. The parameters in
Eq. (1) are related to the vacuum expectation value and the mass of the Higgs boson by
v =
√
2/λm = 246GeV, mH =
√
2λv2 = 125GeV, and we have chosen the constant term
so that the true-vacuum energy density V0(v) vanishes. The zero-temperature effective
potential is given, to one-loop order, by
V (φ) = V0 (φ) + V1 (φ) , (2)
where the renormalized zero-temperature correction is given by
V1(φ) =
∑
i
±gi
64pi2
[
m4i (φ)
(
log
m2i (φ)
m2i (v)
− 3
2
)
+ 2m2i (φ)m
2
i (v)−
m4i (v)
2
]
. (3)
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Here, the sum is over all particle species which couple to the Higgs, gi is the number of
degrees of freedom (d.o.f.) of particle species i, the upper sign correspond to bosons, the
lower sign to fermions, andmi are the Higgs-dependent particle masses. In this expression,
we have chosen renormalization conditions that the tree-level values of the minimum, the
Higgs mass, and the true vacuum energy density, are not shifted by radiative corrections,
i.e., V1(v) = V
′
1(v) = V
′′
1 (v) = 0 (a prime indicates a derivative with respect to φ). The
relevant species are those with larger couplings to the Higgs. For the SM, these are the
Z and W bosons, the top quark, and the Higgs and Goldstone bosons. For simplicity we
shall ignore the Higgs sector in the one-loop radiative corrections.
The dynamics of the phase transition is determined by the free energy density (also
called finite-temperature effective potential). To one-loop order, it is given by
F(φ, T ) = V (φ) + F1(φ, T ), (4)
where the finite-temperature corrections are given by [47]
F1(φ, T ) =
∑
i
(±gi)T
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
log
(
1∓ e−Ei/T ) , (5)
with Ei =
√
p2 +m2i (φ). As is well known, for mi/T ≪ 1 we have the expansion
F1(φ, T ) = −
∑
i
gic
′
ipi
2T 4
90
+
∑
i
giciT
2m2i (φ)
24
−
∑
bosons
giTm
3
i (φ)
12pi
+O(m4), (6)
where ci = 1 (1/2) and c
′
i = 1 (7/8) for bosons (fermions). For the particles of the SM,
the masses are of the form
mi(φ) = hiφ, (7)
and we shall assume for simplicity this dependence for the extra species as well.
Bosons with masses of the form (7) give cubic terms proportional to −h3iTφ3 in Eq. (6),
which can make the phase transition strongly first-order for large hi. The contributions
from the SM gauge bosons are not enough to cause a strongly first-order phase transition.
For that reason, it is usual to consider SM extensions with extra bosons (such as e.g.
the MSSM). However, when the resummed daisy diagrams are included, it turns out
that the extra-particle contributions to the thermal cubic term are suppressed, except for
the transverse polarizations of gauge bosons1. To take into account this suppression, we
will just subtract the corresponding cubic terms. For the models we will consider, the
strength of the phase transition does not rely on such thermally-induced cubic terms. We
are interested in cases in which the order parameter φ/T is not necessarily small enough
for the validity of the approximation (6). Therefore, we will compute the complete one-
loop correction (5), but we shall add a term
∑
giTm
3
i /(12pi) (where the sum includes all
the bosonic d.o.f., except for the transverse polarizations of gauge bosons) to take into
account the suppression of the cubic terms.
For the effective potential (4), the symmetric value φ = 0 is the absolute minimum at
high temperatures. In general, there is a range of temperatures in which this minimum
1For a model in which the gauge fields play a relevant role, it should be taken into account the fact
that the finite-temperature effective potential is not gauge-invariant [48].
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coexists with a symmetry-breaking minimum φm(T ). At low temperatures, φm is the
absolute minimum, which takes the value φm = v at zero temperature. The two minima
are degenerate at the critical temperature Tc, i.e., F(0, Tc) = F(φm, Tc). The unbroken-
and broken-symmetry phases are characterized by the free energy densities Fu(T ) =
F(0, T ) and Fb(T ) = F(φm(T ), T ), respectively. The pressure in each phase is given by
p = −F , the energy density is given by ρ = F − TdF/dT , and the enthalpy density by
w = ρ + p = −TdF/dT . At the critical temperature, the pressures are equal, pu(Tc) =
pb(Tc), but the energy density is different and the latent heat L is defined by the difference
L = ρu(Tc)− ρb(Tc).
2.2 Phase transition dynamics
Below the critical temperature, spherical bubbles of the broken-symmetry phase nucleate
with a rate [49]
Γ(T ) ≃ A(T ) e−S3(T )/T , (8)
with A(T ) = [S3(T )/(2piT )]
3/2 T 4, where S3 is the three-dimensional instanton action
S3 = 4pi
∫
∞
0
r2dr
[
1
2
(
dφ
dr
)2
+ VT (φ(r))
]
, (9)
and
VT (φ) ≡ F(φ, T )− F(0, T ). (10)
The configuration of the nucleated bubble is a solution of the equations
d2φ
dr2
+
2
r
dφ
dr
=
dVT
dφ
,
dφ
dr
(0) = 0, lim
r→∞
φ(r) = 0. (11)
The function S3(T ) diverges at T = Tc and, hence, we have Γ(Tc) = 0. As T decreases
below Tc, S3 decreases and Γ grows.
The temperature variation is governed by the equation dT/dt = −HT , and the expan-
sion rate is given by the Friedmann equation, H =
√
8piGρ/3, where G is Newton’s con-
stant. At the beginning of the phase transition the energy density is given by ρ = ρu(T ),
and we have a simple equation for T (t). On the other hand, when bubbles of the broken-
symmetry phase are already nucleated, we have regions with different equations of state.
If the temperature T were homogeneous, we would have ρb(T ) < ρu(T ). However, the
energy difference between the two phases goes into reheating of the plasma as well as bulk
fluid motions. For the fast phase-transition fronts we are interested in (namely, detona-
tions or runaway walls), the released energy is distributed behind the walls, i.e., inside
the bubbles. Therefore, the temperature Tu outside the bubbles is homogeneous. Since
bubbles nucleate in the symmetric phase, the rate Γ depends only on this temperature.
In spite of this, in the Friedmann equation we have to take into account also the energy
density in the broken-symmetry phase. Nevertheless, energy conservation insures that the
average energy density remains essentially unchanged, i.e., the average energy density ρ¯b
inside the bubbles must be essentially the same as outside, ρ¯b = ρu(Tu). Thus, we have
dTu
dt
= −
√
8piGρu(Tu)
3
Tu. (12)
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From Eq. (12) we readily obtain Tu(t) and, thus, Γ(t) = Γ(Tu(t)).
Let us call tc the time at which the Universe reaches the critical temperature. Then,
at time t > tc, the development of the phase transition is characterized by the fraction
of volume fu(t) in the unbroken-symmetry phase or, equivalently, that in the broken-
symmetry phase, fb = 1 − fu. Taking into account bubble overlapping and the fact that
bubbles can only nucleate in the symmetric phase2, we have [50]
fu(t) = exp
[
−4pi
3
∫ t
tc
dt′ Γ(T ′u)
(
a′
a
)3
Rb (t
′, t)
3
]
, (13)
where we use the notation T ′u = Tu(t
′), a′ = a(t′), a is the scale factor (which is determined
by the equation a˙/a = H), and Rb is the radius of a bubble which nucleated at time t
′
and expanded until time t.
The initial bubble radius can be obtained from the bubble configuration at the nucle-
ation time t′. Nevertheless, it is well known that for a phase transition at the electroweak
scale this initial radius is negligible in comparison with the final bubble size. The bubble
wall velocity at a given time t′′ between t′ and t is a function of the temperature outside
the bubble, v′′w = vw(T
′′
u ) (see below). Thus, the bubble radius at time t is given by
Rb(t
′, t) =
∫ t
t′
v′′w
a
a′′
dt′′, (14)
where a′′ = a(t′′).
2.3 The wall velocity
The equation of motion for the wall can be obtained from the field equation (see e.g., [38]).
For a wall propagating towards the positive z direction with velocity vw(t) and Lorentz
factor γw = 1/
√
1− v2w, we may assume a field profile of the form φ(z, t) = φ0((z−zw)γw),
with φ0(z) a function
3 which varies between the minima φ = φm and φ = 0 in a small
range (the wall width) around the wall position zw(t) [22]. Then, the wall equation can
be written as
σ0γ
3
wv˙w =
∫
∂F
∂φ
∂φ
∂z
dz +
∫
dz
∑
i
gi
dm2i
dφ
dφ
dz
∫
d3p
(2pi)32Ei
δfi , (15)
where σ0 =
∫
[φ′0(z)]
2 dz (notice that all the integrands vanish outside the wall, where
dφ/dz = 0), and δfi are the deviations from equilibrium of the particles distribution
functions. The left-hand side of Eq. (15) is just the proper acceleration of the wall times
its surface energy density at rest. Hence, the right hand side is the net force Fnet (per unit
area) acting on the wall, and we may write Fnet = Fdr + Ffr, where the driving force Fdr
is given by the first term in Eq. (15) and the friction force Ffr is given by the last term.
2The calculation is more involved for deflagration bubbles, which are preceded by shock fronts which
reheat the plasma. Thus, the nucleation rate is also suppressed in the reheated regions of the symmetric
phase. For a treatment of this case, see [44].
3A specific tanh ansatz is often used.
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The driving force is relatively easy to calculate. Taking into account the fact that
the temperature varies across the wall, this force can be written as (see e.g. [22]) Fdr =
Fu − Fb −
∫
(∂F/∂T 2)dT 2, which can be approximated by
Fdr = Fu −Fb −
〈
∂F
∂T 2
〉(
T 2u − T 2b
)
, (16)
where 〈Q〉 means averaging the values of a given quantity Q on each side of the wall,
〈Q〉 = (Qu +Qb)/2. For the cases of a detonation or a runaway wall, the temperature Tu
outside the bubble is given by Eq. (12), while the plasma inside the bubble is reheated.
This reheating can affect significantly the driving force, which is sensitive to the departures
of Tu and Tb from Tc.
The friction force is much more involved. To compute the deviations δfi it is necessary
to consider a set of integro-differential Boltzmann equations for the particles with strongest
couplings to the Higgs. The collision terms of the Boltzmann equations involve all the
interactions of species i with all other species. A detailed computation is very difficult,
and has been attempted only for a few models [38, 39, 40]. Among other approximations,
the deviations from equilibrium are assumed to be small in order to work to linear order
in the perturbations. As a consequence, these calculations break down if the wall velocity
is close to the speed of sound (where the hydrodynamics becomes very strong) as well as
for ultra-relativistic wall velocities [42]. In the non-relativistic limit, the friction force is
of the form [34] FNRfr = −ηNR vw. Analytic approximations for the friction coefficient ηNR
were derived in Refs. [51, 52]. For masses of the form (7) we have4,
ηNR =
∑
i
gih
4
i
Γ
∫ φc
0
c1(φ)
2φ2
√
2VTc(φ) dφ, (17)
where Γ is an average interaction rate, φc = φm(Tc), and
c1 =
1
T 2u
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
1
E
eEi/Tu
(eEi/Tu ∓ 1)2 . (18)
For the electroweak phase transition, the quantity Γ is typically ∼ 10−2T , and can be
chosen to fit the results of detailed numerical calculations. Most of the quantities appear-
ing in Eq. (17) are not very sensitive to the temperature, and thus we evaluate them at
T = Tc, which simplifies considerably the calculation. Nevertheless, we compute c1 at
T = Tu since this factor is exponentially suppressed in the case of strong supercooling
(c1 is often calculated to lowest order in m/T , but this approximation breaks down for
T ≪ Tc). The approximation FNRfr = −ηNR vw assumes a fluid at rest, where vw is the
wall velocity relative to this fluid. We actually have a fluid velocity v which varies across
the wall (see below). To take into account its effect, we may replace vw with the average
〈vw − v〉. Thus, we have
FNRfr = −ηNR(vw − v¯), (19)
4The friction coefficient ηNR receives also a contribution from infrared boson excitations [53]. However,
this contribution is suppressed for strongly first-order phase transitions [51, 52], and we shall neglect it
in this work.
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where v¯ = (vb + vu)/2.
For an ultra-relativistic wall, the interactions are too slow in comparison to the passage
of the wall, and it is not necessary to consider Boltzmann equations [41]. In this case, the
complete distribution functions fi can be computed exactly, and the result is
FURnet = V (φu)− V (φb)−
∑
i
gicih
2
i
24
T 2uφ
2
b . (20)
If this net force is positive, then the wall is accelerated. Actually, in the UR limit v˙w
vanishes due to the γw factors in Eq. (15), which means that the wall velocity is almost
constant, since it is very close to the limit vw = 1. Nevertheless, the gamma factor
increases with time, as well as the kinetic and gradient energy of the Higgs field in the
wall. On the other hand, if the UR force FURnet is negative, then the wall will not reach
the UR regime and, instead, will reach a terminal velocity vw < 1, with Fnet = 0.
To compute this terminal velocity, we must solve the equation
Fdr + Ffr = 0, (21)
where Fdr is given by Eq. (16) and Ffr is a velocity dependent function. The expressions
(19) and (20) assume either the NR or the UR limit. In order to take into account the
possibility of intermediate cases, we shall use a phenomenological interpolation for the
friction, which was introduced in Ref. [45]. In the reference frame of the plasma in front
of the wall we have [22]
Ffr = − ηNRηUR γwγ¯(vw − v¯)√
η2UR + η
2
NR γ
2
wγ¯
2(vw − v¯)2
, (22)
where γ¯ = 1/
√
1− v¯2 and ηNR, ηUR are free parameters which can be set to fit the values
of the friction in the NR and the UR limits. Indeed, for small wall velocities Eq. (22)
becomes Ffr = −ηNR(vw − v¯) while for vw → 1 we have Ffr = −ηUR. Thus, ηNR is the
non-relativistic friction coefficient discussed above, while the parameter ηUR is just given
by the UR friction force. Notice that Eq. (20) does not give the UR friction force but
the total force FURnet . The first two terms in Eq. (20) give the zero-temperature value of
the force, while the last term comprises the hydrodynamics effects as well as the friction.
For a given model, the UR friction can be obtained by subtracting from Eq. (20) the UR
limit of the driving force (16). Thus, we have ηUR = −(FURnet −FURdr ). This coefficient will
depend on the temperature and on parameters of the model.
2.4 Hydrodynamics
The forces acting on the wall depend on the fluid variables Tu, Tb, vu, vb. For detonations
and runaway walls the fluid in front of the wall is unperturbed. Thus, Tu is given by
Eq. (12), vu vanishes
5, and we only need to determine the values of Tb and vb. We are
5In the case of deflagrations the hydrodynamics is more involved, since a shock front propagates in
front of the wall. In that case, the boundary conditions for the temperature and the fluid velocity must
be imposed beyond the shock front. To determine Tu and vu in front of the wall, the fluid equations in
the symmetric phase must be solved.
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also interested in the complete temperature and velocity profiles behind the wall, in order
to compute the energy injected in the plasma. Both the fluid equations inside the bubble
and the relations between the variables on each side of the wall can be obtained from the
conservation of the energy-momentum tensor. For hydrodynamics calculations it is usual
to consider a simplification of the equation of state (EOS), namely, the bag EOS.
For the models we will consider, the particles are massless in the symmetric phase.
Hence, in this phase the finite-temperature correction to the effective potential is just
given by the first term in Eq. (6), and the free energy density is of the form
Fu = εu − auT 4u/3, (23)
where εu = V (0) is the false-vacuum energy density, and au =
∑
pi2gic
′
i/30 is the radiation
constant. Thus, the pressure is given by pu = −εu + auT 4u/3, the energy density is given
by ρu = εu + auT
4
u , and the enthalpy density is given by wu = (4/3)auT
4
u . The equation
of state of the broken-symmetry phase is more involved. The bag approximation assumes
that the free energy density is of the form of Eq. (23) also in this phase, i.e.,
Fb = εb − abT 4b /3. (24)
Therefore, we have pb = −εb+abT 4b /3, ρb = εb+abT 4b , and wb = (4/3)abT 4b . For this model
we have only vacuum and radiation components. The speed of sound in both phases is
given by cs = 1/
√
3. The critical temperature is determined by the relation ∆aT 4c = 3∆ε,
where ∆ε = εu − εb and ∆a = au − ab, and the latent heat is given by L = 4∆ε.
For the bag EOS, the hydrodynamics depends essentially on two variables. These are
the ratio of degrees of freedom, ab/au, and the ratio of the released vacuum energy density
to the radiation energy density,
α = ∆ε/(auT
4
u ). (25)
Thus, for instance, the driving force (16) becomes
Fdr = ∆ε
(
1− T 2b T 2u/T 4c
)
, (26)
and the temperatures Tb and Tu are related by T
4
b /T
4
u = (au/ab)(wb/wu). For a detonation,
the ratio wb/wu, as well as the fluid velocity vb, are functions of α and the wall velocity
vw. Analytic expressions can be found in Ref. [22]. For a runaway wall, instead, these
quantities depend on α and the UR net force FURnet . We have [22]
wb
wu
= 1 + 3(α− F¯ ), vb = 3(α− F¯ )
2 + 3(α− F¯ ) , (27)
where
F¯ ≡ FURnet /auT 4u . (28)
The limit F¯ = 0 of Eqs. (27) matches the UR limit vw = 1 of the detonation result. For
F¯ > 0, the wall is accelerated and part of the energy and momentum accumulate in the
wall. As a consequence, the reheating and fluid motions decrease.
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For a given model, we can calculate F¯ from Eq. (20). Then, using Eqs. (26-27), we
readily obtain the UR driving force and, hence, the friction parameter ηUR [22],
ηUR
auT 4u
= α− F¯ − 1
3
(
1− ab
au
)√
1 + 3(α− F¯ )
ab/au
. (29)
Once this parameter is computed, the value of the wall velocity in the steady state regime
can be obtained from the equation
∆ε
(
1− T 2b T 2u/T 4c
)− ηNRηUR γwγ¯(vw − v¯)√
η2UR + η
2
NR γ
2
wγ¯
2(vw − v¯)2
= 0 (30)
For a detonation, the fluid velocity in front of the wall vanishes and we have v¯ = vb/2.
The generation of gravitational waves depends on the kinetic energy of the wall as
well as that in bulk fluid motions. For detonations or runaway walls, the fluid kinetic
energy density, given by w γ2v2, is concentrated behind the wall, in a region which moves
supersonically. For the bag EOS, it is usual to define the efficiency factor κfl as the fraction
of the released vacuum energy which goes into bulk motions of the fluid,
κfl =
EK
∆εVb
=
ρK
∆ε
, (31)
where ρK is the average kinetic energy density of the fluid inside the bubble. We shall
assume that the bubbles are spherically symmetric and propagate with constant velocity
vw. In this case, the volume of the bubble is given by Vb = 4pi(vwt)
3/3, and we have
ρK =
1
Vb
∫ vwt
cst
4pir2dr w γ2v2. (32)
The fluid profiles depend on the variable ξ = r/t and, hence, ρK does not depend on
the time t. For spherical bubbles, the functions w(ξ), v(ξ) must be solved numerically.
For steady-state walls, κfl depends only on the parameter α and the wall velocity vw
[20, 21, 22], while for runaway walls κfl depends only on α and F¯ [22]. We shall use the
fits for κfl provided in Ref. [22].
In the runaway case, a fraction of the released vacuum energy goes into kinetic and
gradient energy of the wall. In this case we may define an efficiency factor κw, in analogy
to κfl, as [22]
κw = ∆Ew/(∆ε∆Vb), (33)
where ∆Ew is the energy accumulated in the wall as its volume varies by ∆Vb. This
coefficient is given by [22]
κw = F
UR
net /∆ε = F¯ /α. (34)
Since the real EOS of the broken-symmetry phase is not of the form (24), in order
to utilize Eqs. (25-34), there is some ambiguity in the definition of the bag parameters
εb and ab. For instance, the vacuum energy density released at the phase transition
may be evaluated from the zero-temperature effective potential as V (0) − V (φm). This
may be identified with the bag constant ∆ε, although the minimum φm is temperature
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dependent. On the other hand, for the bag EOS we have the relation L = 4∆ε. Hence,
we could alternatively define the bag constant as ∆ε = L/4, with L = wu(Tc) − wb(Tc)
computed from the effective potential (4), so that the bag approximation gives the correct
value of the latent heat. Notice that for a general model we will have wu(Tc)− wb(Tc) 6=
4(V (0)−V (φm)), and we cannot fit the two quantities with the bag EOS. A third definition
is proposed in Refs. [20, 18], namely, εb = (ρb − 3pb)/4, which is fulfilled for the bag EOS
(and, in our case, for the symmetric phase). This gives ∆ε = (∆ρ − 3∆p)/4, with
∆ρ = ρu−ρb and ∆p = pu−pb. For a general model, the quantity ∆ε so defined depends
on the temperature. At T = Tc we have pb = pu and, thus, ∆ε = ∆ρ/4 = L/4, while at
T = 0 we have ρu,b = −pu,b and, thus, ∆ε = ∆ρ = V (0) − V (φm). Hence, for a phase
transition with little supercooling (i.e., T ≃ Tc), defining ∆ε in this way will give a bag
EOS with the same latent heat as the real model, while for a phase transition with strong
supercooling (i.e., T ≪ Tc), this definition of ∆ε will give the correct value of the vacuum
energy density difference.
In order to choose one of these definitions of the bag parameter ∆ε, we need to consider
which of these quantities (the latent heat or the vacuum energy density) is more relevant
for the dynamics. The latent heat represents the energy that is released by the phase
transition fronts at the critical temperature, while the vacuum energy difference is released
at zero temperature. The latent heat reheats the plasma, which affects significantly the
wall motion if T is close to Tc but not for T ≪ Tc. On the other hand, the difference
V (0)−V (φm) gives the net force which drives the wall motion at T = 0 and is thus relevant
in the case of large supercooling. Since we shall consider phase transitions with different
amounts of supercooling, it is convenient to adopt the last of the above definitions for the
bag constant, namely,
∆ε = (∆ρ− 3∆p)/4, (35)
where we shall compute ∆ρ = ∆F − Td∆F/dT and ∆p = −∆F from Eqs. (1-5).
Similarly, there is not a unique definition of the effective radiation constant ab. Having
defined εb, we may define ab by approximating the remaining part of ρb by a radiation
component, i.e., ab = (ρb − εb)/T 4b . On the other hand, for the bag EOS we have the
relation ∆aT 4c /3 = ∆ε. Thus, if we used the definition ∆ε = L/4, we might also define
∆a = 3L/(4T 4c ). Alternatively, we may define the radiation constant from the enthalpy
density [20],
ab = 3wb/(4T
4
b ). (36)
At T = Tc these definitions coincide. We shall use the latter, with wb computed from
(1-5), since at a given T this definition, together with the one we already adopted for εb,
allow to write the real energy density and pressure in the bag form pb = −εb + abT 4b /3,
ρb = εb + abT
4
b (with T -dependent εb and ab).
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3 Gravitational wave generation in a first-order phase
transition
3.1 The mechanisms of GW generation
The spectrum of gravitational radiation is usually expressed in terms of the energy density
per logarithmic frequency dρGW/d log f , divided by the critical energy density today ρc =
3H20/(8piG), where H0 is the Hubble rate today, given by H0 = 100 h km s
−1Mpc−1, and
h = 0.72. Thus, we have a dimensionless quantity
h2ΩGW (f) = h
2 1
ρc
dρGW
d log f
. (37)
Several mechanisms of gravitational wave generation have been considered in the litera-
ture, namely, bubble collisions, turbulence, and acoustically generated GWs.
The source of gravitational waves are the spatial components of the transverse-traceless
part of the stress-energy tensor Tij . For a vacuum phase transition, i.e., the case of a scalar
field without the hot plasma, the relevant piece is ∂iφ∂jφ [8]. Therefore, the source of
GWs is concentrated inside the thin regions where φ varies, i.e., the bubble walls. In this
case, it was shown that the system of colliding bubbles can be approximated by a set of
overlapping spheres with infinitely thin interfaces [9]. In this “envelop approximation”,
only the uncollided parts of the spherically symmetric walls are taken into account in
the computation of GWs. Thus, the relevant quantity to compute from the scalar field
is the integral of (∂rφ)
2 for a single bubble configuration. In the absence of friction, the
walls quickly accelerate to the speed of light, and the kinetic and gradient energies of the
bubble wall become equal. Hence, the relevant quantity is the total energy of the wall,
which, for a vacuum phase transition is given by the total vacuum energy liberated by
the bubble [9], i.e., Ew = 4pi
∫
drr2(∂rφ)
2 = ∆εVb, with Vb = 4pit
3/3.
For a thermal phase transition, the bubble walls often reach a terminal velocity due
to the friction with the plasma. Generally, this happens in a time which is very short
compared to the duration of the phase transition. As a consequence, the walls move
with constant velocity, and the energy which is released in the phase transition goes into
reheating of the plasma and into bulk fluid motions. These fluid motions also produce
gravitational waves. In this case, the relevant part of Tij is wγ
2vivj. For spherically
symmetric walls, this gives the kinetic energy density wγ2v2. The envelop approximation
can still be used [12] if the kinetic energy of the fluid is assumed to be concentrated in a
thin region around the wall. The essential difference is that in this case Ew is negligible
and the result depends on Efl = 4pi
∫
drr2w γ2v2 = κfl∆εVb, where the efficiency factor κfl
is defined in Eq. (31), and Vb = 4piv
3
wt
3/3.
In the case of a runaway wall, we have vw = 1 like in the case of a vacuum phase
transition. For a runaway wall, an important fraction of the released energy (but not all
of it) goes to the bubble wall, i.e., Ew = κw∆εVb, with κw defined in Eq. (33). The rest
of the vacuum energy goes to reheating and fluid motions, and the relevant quantity for
the generation of GWs is the energy in the thin shell around the bubble wall, Ew +Efl =
(κw + κfl)∆εVb.
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Thus, the general result of the envelop approximation can be written as a function of
the ratio
Ew + Efl
Etot
=
(κw + κfl)∆ε
ρtot
≡ κ∆ε
ρtot
, (38)
where κw vanishes for Fnet < 0 and is given by (34) for Fnet > 0, and Etot = ρtotVb is the
total energy per bubble. As discussed in the previous section, due to energy conservation
ρtot does not vary significantly during the phase transition, and can be approximated by
ρtot = ρu = auT
4
u + εu. In many calculations, the vacuum energy density is assumed to
vanish in the broken symmetry phase (which is not necessarily the case at T ≃ Tc). In
that case we have εu = ∆ε, and we can write ρtot = auT
4
u (1 + α), which gives
κ∆ε
ρtot
=
κα
1 + α
. (39)
We shall use instead the expression (38), with ∆ε computed from Eq. (35) and ρtot = ρu.
Nevertheless, we have checked that the approximation (39) does not introduce significant
differences in general.
The mechanism described by the envelop approximation is called the “bubble collision”
mechanism. In these calculations, the phase transition is simulated by nucleating spherical
bubbles at random locations, assuming an exponential nucleation rate Γ(t) = Γ0 exp[β(t−
t0)] and a constant wall velocity vw. To apply the results of such a calculation to a specific
model, β can be obtained from
β
H
= −T
Γ
dΓ
dT
≃ T d(S3/T )
dT
, (40)
with S3 given by Eq. (9). We shall use the results of Ref. [10] for the spectrum that would
be observed today,
h2Ωenv = 1.67× 10−5
(
κ∆ε
ρtot
)2(
100
g∗
)1/3(
H
β
)2
0.11v3w
0.42 + v2w
3.8 (f/fenv)
2.8
1 + 2.8(f/fenv)3.8
, (41)
where fenv is the peak frequency today, which is obtained by redshifting the peak frequency
fenv∗ at the moment of the phase transition. The peak frequency is determined by the
time scale β−1. More precisely, it is given by fenv∗ ≃ 0.62/(1.8 − 0.1vw + v2w) β, which
gives
fenv ≃ 1.65× 10−5Hz
( g∗
100
)1/6( T
100GeV
)(
0.62
1.8− 0.1vw + v2w
)
β
H
. (42)
Notice that the factors of H in these expressions are introduced in order to normalize the
constant β, since one can obtain the ratio β/H from the phase transition dynamics. The
quantities g∗ and T appear by assuming that after the phase transition all the vacuum
energy is converted into radiation, and thus setting ρtot = (pi
2/30g∗)T
4 in the Friedmann
equation H =
√
8piGρtot/3. Hence, the number of degrees of freedom g∗ corresponds to
the broken-symmetry phase and is given by
g∗ = (30/pi
2)ab, (43)
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which can be obtained from Eq. (36). For strongly first-order phase transitions there can
be significant supercooling, which means that the temperature at which bubbles nucleate
can be quite smaller than the critical temperature Tc ≃ 100GeV. There will also be
some reheating at the end of the phase transition, and the final temperature Treh after
reheating is the one that should be used in Eq. (42). We will estimate this temperature
from ρtot = auT
4
p + εu = abT
4
reh (neglecting εb), where Tp is the percolation temperature.
Nevertheless, in the case of strong supercooling, Treh will be much closer to Tp than to Tc.
The fluid motions caused by bubble wall motions may remain long after the phase
transition is completed. This provides more efficient mechanisms of GW generation. If
the fluid motion is turbulent, the eddies can act as a source of GWs after the bubbles
have collided. In particular, since the plasma is fully ionized, mhd turbulence can source
GWs for several Hubble times. Computing the turbulence spectrum is very difficult.
Analytic calculations [16] assuming a characteristic stirring scale LS give a peak frequency
fturb∗ ≃ 3.5/LS. A fit to these results for the GW spectrum is given in Ref. [54] (see also
[55, 27]),
h2Ωturb = 3.35× 10−4
(
κfl∆ε
ρtot
)3/2(
100
g∗
)1/3
LSH
2
(f/fturb)
3
(1 + f/fturb)11/3 (1 + 8pif∗/H)
, (44)
where the peak frequency today is given by
fturb = 2.7× 10−5Hz
( g∗
100
)1/6( T
100GeV
)(
2
LSH
)
. (45)
In the denominator of Eq. (44), f∗ is the frequency at the time of production. In terms
of the redshifted frequency f we may write f∗/H = (3.5f)/(LSHfturb). Equations (44-
45) are usually given in terms of the parameters vw and β rather than LS . However,
we remark that in [16] the spectrum is calculated as a function of the stirring scale LS .
This scale is then estimated as LS = 2Rb ∼ 2vwβ−1, i.e., the typical bubble radius Rb is
assumed to be given by the wall velocity and the characteristic time scale β−1. However,
as we shall see, for very strong phase transitions the quantity β does not give a correct
estimation of the time scale. Hence, we prefer to consider a different length scale for the
source of turbulence, such as the average distance between bubbles.
Recently, numerical simulations of the field-fluid system were performed [18], finding
no indication of fluid turbulence. Nevertheless, it was found that sound waves are a
long lasting source of GWs. A simple effective potential was considered, which allows to
relate readily its parameters to thermodynamic quantities such as the critical temperature,
the latent heat, or the surface tension. However, the number of nucleated bubbles as
well as the nucleation temperature Tn, are set by hand. All the bubbles are nucleated
simultaneously and, hence, reach approximately the same size Rb at collision. Thus, a
free parameter of the simulation is the average distance between bubbles,
d = n
−1/3
b , (46)
where nb is the average number density of bubbles. A fit to the resulting spectrum is
given in Ref. [27] as a function of the length scale vwβ
−1, although β is not actually a free
parameter in the simulations of Ref. [18]. The dependence on β is obtained by estimating
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the average distance as d = (8pi)1/3vw/β. This relation results from an analytic estimation
of nb for a nucleation rate of the form exp(βt) [36], where nb is evaluated at a time t such
that the fraction of volume in the symmetric phase has fallen to fu = 1/e. We will
instead compute directly the average distance d from Eq. (46), where the number density
of bubbles at time t is given by
nb(t) =
∫ t
tc
dt′ Γ (T ′)
(
a′
a
)3
(1− fb). (47)
In this equation, the scale factor takes into account the dilution of the number density
Γ′dt′ and the factor of fu takes into account the fact that bubbles only nucleate in the
symmetric phase. Thus we write the GW results from sound waves as
h2Ωsw = 2.65× 10−6
(
κfl∆ε
ρtot
)2(
100
g∗
)1/3
Hd
(8pi)1/3
77/2(f/fsw)
3
[4 + 3(f/fsw)2]
7/2
. (48)
The peak frequency fsw∗ is estimated as fsw∗ = (2/
√
3)(8pi)1/3/d. After redshifting, we
have
fsw = 1.9× 10−5Hz
( g∗
100
)1/6( T
100GeV
)
(8pi)1/3
Hd
. (49)
3.2 Computation of parameters from phase transition dynamics
In order to calculate all the quantities appearing in Eqs. (41-49), we shall compute the
evolution of the phase transition as explained in Sec. 2. We shall solve numerically the
evolution equations (12-14). To compute the nucleation rate, we will solve Eq. (11)
iteratively by the overshoot-undershoot method, and then we will integrate Eq. (9). We
will track the evolution of the transition through the fraction of volume fb(t). To do that,
we will compute the wall velocity from Eq. (30) and then integrate numerically Eqs. (14)
and (13).
Notice that the temperature and, hence, all the relevant quantities vw, β, nb, etc. are
constant parameters in the GW equations (41-49). This is due to the simple modeling of
the nucleation and growth of bubbles in the corresponding calculations, and is very useful
for applications. However, in order to use these results, we need to choose a representative
moment in the development of the phase transition. The bubble nucleation becomes
appreciable when there is at least one bubble in a Hubble volume VH = H
−3. This
condition is sometimes used to define the nucleation temperature. A rough estimation
of this temperature is thus given by the condition S3(T )/T . 4 log(T/H) ≃ 142 [30].
However, as the phase transition goes on, the temperature will descend further6. For very
strong phase transitions this may be important. We thus define the initial time ti by the
condition VHn(ti) = 1. At t = ti we have fb ≃ 0, while the phase transition ends when
fb = 1. Bubbles will effectively begin to meet and collide once their density and size have
6For the case of very slow bubble walls, there can also be a global reheating during the phase transition.
In contrast, for detonations or runaway walls the reheating is localized in a thin shell behind the walls.
In this case, temperature homogenization will occur at the end of the phase transition.
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become large enough. We shall consider that moment to be the percolation time tp, which
is given by the condition fb(tp) ≃ 0.3 [44]7.
Thus, for using the results of the envelop approximation, we will evaluate the parame-
ters β and vw at t = tp. For the results on the sound wave mechanism, we will compute the
average distance d by evaluating Eqs. (46-47) at t = tp. For the turbulence mechanism,
there is an ambiguity in the determination of the stirring scale LS at percolation, since
there are bubbles of very different sizes. Due to the strong variation of the nucleation
rate, smaller bubbles (i.e., those which were nucleated more recently) are much more
abundant than larger ones. On the other hand, larger bubbles inject more energy into
the turbulence. We shall consider the same scale as in the sound waves mechanism, i.e.,
LS = d. In the next section we discuss further on this ambiguity.
3.3 Sensitivity curves for eLISA
As mentioned above, a phase transition at the electroweak scale generally produces a GW
stochastic background in the mHz range, which may therefore be observable at eLISA.
The architecture of this space-based observatory is still under debate and several designs
are under investigation. Two key design parameters which affect the sensitivity are the
arm length and the low-frequency acceleration. The detail about these issues is explained
in Ref. [56]. Sensitivity curves for a stochastic background (cosmological sources) are
different from the ones calculated for isolated (astrophysical) sources. We will consider
sensitivity curves for the designs discussed in Ref. [27]. The data sheet can be found in
[57]. These designs are generally denoted by N2A5M5L6, N2A1M5L6, N2A2M5L4 and
N1A1M2L4. In our graphics we will plot the corresponding sensitivity curves in red,
magenta, blue and green, respectively.
4 Numerical results
It is well known that one way of achieving a strongly first-order electroweak phase tran-
sition is through the addition of bosons with large couplings hi to the Higgs. As already
discussed, the one-loop effective potential contains cubic terms ∼ h3iTφ3 which strengthen
the phase transition by causing a barrier in the free energy. However, such terms are gen-
erally suppressed by higher-loop corrections. Nevertheless, if the couplings hi are large
enough, the terms ∼ h4iφ4 logφ in the zero-temperature effective potential (3) may cause
a barrier at zero temperature and it is well known that the phase transition may become
very strong (see, e.g., [30, 58]). Additional SM singlet scalars also allow new tree-level
terms in the scalar potential, which can induce a barrier either at finite temperature or
already at zero temperature (even without cubic terms) [41, 59]. These models may give
very strong electroweak phase transitions. Alternatively, a non-renormalizable term such
as φ6/Λ2 can make the phase transition strongly first-order if the scale Λ suppressing such
operator is in the neighborhood of the electroweak scale [60].
7Although we are interested in detonations and runaway walls, we shall consider some (fast) deflagra-
tion cases for comparison. Since a deflagration wall is preceded by a shock front, in this case we define
tp as the time at which “shock bubbles” percolate [44].
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One may think that the existence of runaway walls depends directly on the strength of
the phase transition. However, as discussed in Ref. [41], if the strength of the transition
relies on thermal loops, then the wall will not run away, no matter how strong the phase
transition may be. Essentially, this is due to the fact that the net force (20) coincides
with the mean field approximation for the free energy difference between the two phases,
where the cubic and higher powers of φ are dropped in the expansion of the thermal part
(6). Moreover, in the example of the SM extension with strongly coupled bosons, in spite
of the zero-temperature terms φ4 logφ, the existence of runaway walls requires fine tuning
of the parameters [44]. Runaway solutions are more likely in extensions with tree-level
terms.
We wish to investigate the generation of GWs in such strong phase transitions, and
in particular to compare models with and without runaway walls. In order to analyze
these general features and to keep our results as model independent as possible, we will
consider simple models representing the different model classes.
4.1 The SM with strongly-coupled extra bosons
Several extensions of the SM consist of adding scalar singlets which are only coupled to the
Higgs. We have considered a simple example of such a hidden sector in Ref. [44], consisting
of g bosonic degrees of freedom with Higgs-dependent masses of the form m2 = h2φ2+µ2.
The phase transition is stronger for higher values of the coupling h and for larger numbers
of degrees of freedom, while it becomes weaker for larger µ. Here, we shall consider only
the case µ = 0. The essential difference of our present treatment with that of [44] (for this
particular model) is that we now take into account the saturation of the friction, which
leads to higher values of the wall velocity.
For large enough h, the effective potential has a barrier at T = 0, which is reflected in
the dependence of the nucleation probability on temperature. This can be appreciated in
Fig. 1 (left panel), where we consider the thermal instanton action S3(T ) for a few values
of h (for g = 2). At T = Tc ∼ 100GeV, the instanton action diverges, which means that
the nucleation rate vanishes. As T descends below Tc, S3 decreases and the nucleation
rate increases. This is because the minima are no longer degenerate and the barrier
between them is smaller. For low values of h, the barrier between minima disappears at
a certain temperature T0. In such a case, S3 vanishes at T = T0 (see the dashed-dotted
line). Therefore, at T = T0 the nucleation rate becomes extremely high, Γ ∼ T 4, and the
phase transition will end before the system reaches this temperature. However, for high
enough values of h, there is a barrier still at T = 0. Due to this barrier, the probability
of thermal activation will decrease again for small temperatures. Indeed, we see that, for
higher values of h, S3/T increases again below T ∼ 50GeV.
As already mentioned, the nucleation becomes effective for S3/T ≈ 142. Although
this is a rough approximation, the qualitative picture is correct. We see, for instance,
that for h = 1.82 the phase transition will occur at T ≈ 90GeV and for h = 1.88 it
will occur at T ≈ 80GeV, while for values of h close to 1.94 it may happen in the range
40GeV . T . 60GeV and for higher values of h it will never happen. The amount of
supercooling as a function of h is shown in the central panel of Fig. 1. We see that, indeed,
for h ≃ 1.94 the nucleation of bubbles begins at a temperature T . 50GeV. However, at
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Figure 1: Left: thermal instanton action as a function of temperature, for g = 2 and
several values of h. Center: the critical temperature Tc, the temperature Ti at the onset
of nucleation, and the temperature Tp at percolation. Right: time intervals between the
temperature Tc and the temperature Ti (dashed line) and between Tc and Tp (solid line).
this point the temperature decreases abruptly as a function of h, and there is a critical
value hmax for which the phase transition occurs at T = 0. Beyond this maximum value,
the system will remain stuck in the metastable phase, and the phase transition will never
end.
In the right panel of Fig. 1 we show the time it takes, once the universe arrives at
the critical temperature, to reach the onset of nucleation and then to percolate. We
see that for h > hmax the universe remains stuck in the false vacuum and, thus, enters
an inflationary era [30, 58]. For GW generation we are interested in very strong phase
transitions. However, we are limited by the condition h < hmax. Therefore, considering
a higher value of g will not change the situation significantly. Indeed, for g = 12, it was
found in Ref. [44] that the maximum value of h is smaller, hmax ≃ 1.2. As a consequence,
the maximum strength of the phase transition is not higher than for the case of g = 2.
Moreover, the friction is larger and the wall velocity smaller. Here we shall consider only
the case g = 2.
In Fig. 2 we plot the wall velocity for this model, for values of h which give supersonic
velocities. In this work we are interested in the detonation and runaway cases. Neverthe-
less, we show a small part8 of the deflagration range for comparison. For the deflagration
case we used the planar wall approximation (see Ref. [44]). Notice that in this range the
deflagrations are supersonic. The wall velocity has a jump from deflagration to detonation
solutions at h ≃ 1.9. In fact, around this value we have coexistence of a deflagration and
a detonation solution. We use the criterion that, in such a case, the detonation is the one
that will be realized in the phase transition [61]. We see that runaway solutions appear
very close to the limiting value h = hmax. Therefore, in this model, obtaining runaway
walls requires fine tuning of the parameters.
In Fig. 3 we consider the GW production for this model. In the left panel we compare
8Strongly first-order phase transitions (i.e., with φ/T & 1) exist already for h ∼ 1.2. In spite of this,
below h = 1.9 we have deflagration walls. Thus, in comparison, detonation solutions exist in a small
range. This is due to the large friction force of these strongly coupled particles.
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Figure 2: The wall velocity for the SM with g = 2 extra bosons with mass m = hφ.
the peak amplitude of the GW spectrum for the different formation mechanisms9. Notice
that for very strong phase transitions the signal from bubble collisions surpasses the
intensity of the other two, and this happens in the detonation regime. However, this
result should be considered with caution. Indeed, we find that near hmax the parameter β
(computed at t = tp) becomes negative before reaching the value hmax. Thus, the growth of
the bubble-collisions curve is due in part to the blow-up of β−1, while the actual duration
of the phase transition is still finite. This happens because the supercooling is such that
the temperature reaches the minimum of S3/T (we are in the situation of the dashed line
in the left panel of Fig. 1). This indicates that the nucleation rate is no longer of the form
exp(βt), with constant β (i.e., S3/T should be approximated by a quadratic function of
t rather than by the linear function ∼ βt). Hence, the results (41-42) from the bubble
collision simulation break down. As a consequence, we cannot compute the signal from
bubble collisions beyond a certain value of the parameter h.
In the right panel of Fig. 3 we show the peak intensity vs. the peak frequency for
the same range of values of h, together with the sensitivity curves for the four eLISA
configurations mentioned in Sec. 3. We see that, although the intensity of the signal
from bubble collisions grows for very strong phase transitions, its frequency decreases
significantly as well (due to the divergence of β−1), departing from the eLISA sensitivity.
On the other hand, the signals from turbulence and sound waves have similar frequencies,
but the one from sound waves dominates.
The stars on the curves indicate three benchmark points in the range of the param-
eter h. One of them corresponds to the beginning of the detonation range, another one
corresponds to a fast detonation, and a third one corresponds to a very strong phase
transition, but still with a positive β. Some of the properties of the phase transition for
these benchmark points are displayed in Table 1. In Fig. 4 we plot the spectra from the
different sources and the total spectrum (assuming that the corresponding contributions
to the stochastic GW background combine linearly [27]).
9In Ref. [44] we obtained higher amplitudes and smaller frequencies for the GWs from turbulence,
since we assumed that the characteristic stirring length was given by the largest bubbles.
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Figure 3: Left panel: peak amplitude of the three components of the GW spectrum for
the SM with g = 2 extra boson d.o.f., as a function of the coupling h. Right panel: peak
amplitude vs. peak frequency. The stars indicate the values of h given in Table 1. The
colored lines correspond to the sensitivity curves of eLISA discussed in Sec. 3.
h Tp [GeV] α β/H Hd vw gb φ/T
1.913 68.1 0.057 241.5 0.013 0.789 104 3.6
1.936 50.3 0.187 23.8 0.075 0.967 103 4.85
1.937 48.3 0.219 7.4 0.098 0.977 103 5.05
Table 1: Some characteristics of the electroweak phase transition (the temperature at
percolation, Tp, the parameters α and β, the average distance d between centers of nucle-
ation, the wall velocity, the number of degrees of freedom in the broken-symmetry phase
at the end of the phase transition, and the order parameter φ/T at T = Tp) for a few
benchmark values of the coupling h of the extra bosons with the Higgs.
4.2 The SM with tree-level cubic terms
In order to investigate the possible effects of tree-level terms, we shall add a cubic term
∝ φ3 to the tree-level potential. This extension of the SM must be regarded as a toy
model, since such a cubic term cannot be constructed with the Higgs doublet. In this toy
model, the field φ may represent a trajectory in the space of two fields [62]. Adding such
a cubic term alone to the potential (1) shifts the tree-level values of the minimum, the
Higgs mass, and the true vacuum energy density. We thus add the terms
−Aφ3 + 3
4
Avφ2 +
3
8
A
v
φ4 − 1
8
Av3, (50)
so that we have V (v) = 0, V ′(v) = 0, and V ′′(v) = 2λv2. Since the strength of the phase
transition will be dominated by this tree-level modification, we do not need to consider
strongly coupled extra particles.
The wall velocity for this model was previously considered in Ref. [52], obtaining
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Figure 4: The GW spectra for the benchmark points of Table 1. The blue dashed line
denotes the contribution from bubble collisions, the red dashed line the contribution from
mhd turbulence, the green dashed line the contribution from sound waves, and the black
line the sum of the three signals. The shaded areas represent the regions detectable by
the different eLISA configurations.
detonations for A & 20GeV, with wall velocities vw . 0.75. However, the saturation of
the friction was not taken into account. In Fig. 5 we plot vw as a function of A (left
panel). For A . 21GeV we have subsonic deflagrations, for 21GeV . A . 32GeV we
have detonations, and for A & 32GeV we have runaway walls. For A ≃ 39GeV, the phase
transition becomes too strong, like in the previous model. The right panel of Fig. 5 shows
the net force normalized to the vacuum energy density, which also gives the efficiency
factor κw.
In the left panel of Fig. 6 we plot the peak amplitude of the spectrum as a function of
the parameter A. We see that for detonations the signal from the envelop approximation
is smaller than those from turbulence and sound waves, but it begins to grow as soon as
runaway solutions appear, and gradually approaches the intensity of the other two signals.
In the right panel of Fig. 6 we plot the peak amplitude vs. the peak frequency for the
three signals. Although the amplitude Ωenv blows up as the phase transition becomes very
strong, the frequency fenv decreases due to the sudden increase of β
−1, departing from
the peak sensitivity of eLISA. The same happened in the previous model. Nevertheless,
in this case the signal from bubble collisions is stronger and has a possibility of being
observed by the most sensitive eLISA configuration. This is due to the appearance of
runaway solutions. For the same reason, the signals from turbulence and sound waves do
not reach the intensities they achieved in the previous model.
We consider again some benchmark points on these curves; one of them in the deto-
nation range and the other two in the runaway range. Some characteristics of the phase
transition for these points are shown in Table 2, and the corresponding spectra are plotted
in Fig. 7.
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Figure 5: Wall velocity (left panel) and net force (right panel) for the model with a cubic
term, as a function of the parameter A.
A [GeV] Tp [GeV] α β/H Hd vw gb φ/T
30.3 90.3 0.021 886.6 0.004 0.958 103 2.5
36.9 65.3 0.079 214.9 0.018 1 100 3.6
38.7 49.8 0.237 26.4 0.074 1 96.5 4.9
Table 2: Some characteristics of the electroweak phase transition (as in Table 1) for three
benchmark points of the SM with a term −Aφ3.
4.3 The SM with higher dimensional operators
We shall now consider an effective theory with a sextic term of the form
(φ2 − v2)3
8Λ2
, (51)
which does not shift the tree-level values of the minimum, Higgs mass, and vacuum energy
density. For Λ . 840GeV the quartic term of the potential becomes negative, which is
allowed by the presence of the sextic term. For Λ . 600GeV the quadratic term of the
zero-temperature potential becomes positive and we have a barrier at zero temperature.
We shall not discuss here the possible tension of this kind of model with LHC bounds,
and we shall only restrict the value of the cutoff Λ by the requirement that the phase
transition completes in a few Hubble times, like in the previous cases. This allows values
of the cutoff as low as Λ ≃ 550GeV.
We show the wall velocity in the left panel of Fig. 8 and the net force in the right panel.
There is a detonation range10 for 580GeV . Λ . 610GeV, while below Λ ≈ 580GeV we
have runaway walls.
In Fig. 9 we show the GW signals. As in the previous case, the existence of runaway
solutions enhances the signal from bubble collisions, which gets close to the other signals
for very strong phase transitions. On the other hand, all the intensities are higher than
10This range is relatively small in comparison with the deflagration range. Indeed, for Λ . 840GeV we
already have φ/T > 1, and we have deflagrations from this value to 610GeV.
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Figure 6: As in Fig. 3, but for the model with a cubic term −Aφ3. The stars indicate
benchmark points described in Table 2.
Figure 7: As in Fig. 4, but for the benchmark points of Table 2 for the model with a cubic
tree-level term.
for the previous model. We have chosen three benchmark points in the runaway region.
The corresponding values of Λ and the properties of the phase transition are given in
Table 3, and the spectra are plotted in Fig. 10.
4.4 Discussion
For all the extensions of the SM considered above, there is a range of the new-physics
parameters h, A, and Λ for which the phase transition has detonations or runaway walls.
We observe that models with both kinds of solutions may give a strong signal of gravita-
tional waves. However, as expected, the existence of runaway solutions favors the signal
from bubble collisions, while the existence of steady-state walls favors the signals from
turbulence and sound waves. Nevertheless, even in the runaway range, the intensity of
the signals from fluid motions grows with the strength of the transition. In particular,
the signal from sound waves generally dominates in the sensitivity range of eLISA. More-
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Figure 8: The wall velocity (left panel) and net force (right panel) for the SM with a
sextic operator, as functions of the cutoff Λ.
Λ [GeV] Tp [GeV] α β/H Hd vw gb φ/T
565.5 57.5 0.09 379 0.01 1 98.5 4.2
553.5 43 0.28 122 0.03 1 94.5 5.7
550.5 34.5 0.68 27.6 0.086 1 91 7.1
Table 3: Some characteristics of the phase transition (as in Table 1) for three benchmark
points of the model with a dimension six operator with a low cutoff Λ.
over, it seems that only for phase transitions with runaway walls the signal from bubble
collisions has a chance of being observable.
Since the dominant mechanism is suppressed for runaway walls, the main effect of
the latter is to weaken the GW signal. As a consequence, the SM extension with extra
bosons gives the strongest signal. In Fig. 11 we compare the results from the sound waves
mechanism for the different models.
The case of strongly coupled extra bosons clearly deserves further investigation. Here,
we have only considered a mass of the simple form m(φ) = hφ and the particular case of
g = 2 d.o.f. For a more general mass of the form m2 = h2φ2 + µ2, the phase transition
is generally weaker. On the other hand, for a larger number of degrees of freedom, the
phase transition is stronger but the friction is larger, which prevents higher wall velocities.
In particular, for g = 12 we obtain deflagrations in the whole range of h (up to hmax).
Nevertheless, as can be seen in Fig. 11, for this kind of model deflagrations may generate
an important GW signal. As already mentioned, deflagrations reheat the plasma outside
the bubbles. This makes the computation of the wall velocity more difficult, and also
complicates the treatment of bubble nucleation11. Therefore, the general treatment of
a phase transition mediated by deflagrations should be improved before embarking in a
complete exploration of the parameter space. We shall address this problem elsewhere.
We remark that the computation of gravitational waves from phase transitions is
11To compute the wall velocity in this case we used the planar wall approximation and we stopped the
evolution of the phase transition at the percolation of shock bubbles (see [44] for details).
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Figure 9: As in Fig. 3, but for the model with a sextic term φ6/Λ. The stars indicate
benchmark points described in Table 3.
Figure 10: As in Fig. 4, but for the benchmark points of Table 3 for the model with a
sextic term.
generally affected by ambiguities in the determination of some quantities. One important
source of uncertainty in the cases of turbulence and sound waves is the assumption of a
single length scale (either by assuming a single stirring scale or by nucleating all bubbles
simultaneously). In a real phase transition there are different length scales (the sizes of
bubbles), and we had to choose a characteristic size in order to use those results. In the
case of bubble collisions, as already discussed, the approximation Γ ∝ exp(βt) breaks
down for very strong supercooling. This introduces an uncertainty in the characteristic
time scale β−1.
In order to assess the impact of these uncertainties, we compare in Fig. 12 three
different scales which are often used in the literature. Besides the average bubble distance
d = n
−1/3
b used in this work, we consider the estimation 2vwβ
−1 for the bubble diameter,
and the diameter 2Rb(ti, tp) of the “largest bubbles”, i.e., those which expanded since the
onset of nucleation ti until the percolation time tp. The plot corresponds to the case of
the SM with a cubic term; a similar plot for the case of extra bosons can be found in
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Figure 11: The peak amplitude vs. the peak frequency corresponding to the sound waves
mechanism, for the three extensions of the SM considered in this work.
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Figure 12: Different length scales present in the phase transition, for the extension of the
SM with a tree level term.
Ref. [44]. We see that the average bubble separation is generally an order of magnitude
smaller than the scale of the largest bubbles, and the scale vwβ
−1 is even smaller. As
shown in Ref. [44], we have the relation Rb(ti, tp) ∼ 3 log(β/H) vwβ−1. Had we used the
scale Rb instead of d, we would have obtained GWs of quite higher intensity but with
smaller frequencies. On the other hand, for very strong phase transitions the distance d
approaches Rb, while vwβ
−1 diverges, as already discussed.
5 Conclusions
We have discussed the generation of gravitational waves in very strong electroweak phase
transitions, such that fast detonations or runaway walls are possible. For that aim we
have studied extensions of the SM with extra bosons, with tree-level terms, and with non-
renormalizable operators. By considering simple examples of these three classes of models,
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we focused on the dynamics of the phase transition. Specifically, we have considered model
parameters which give phase transitions with considerable amounts of supercooling. We
have explored the model parameters up to the limit in which the universe remains stuck
in the metastable vacuum and the phase transition does not come to an end.
In contrast to earlier studies, we aimed to consider the dynamics of the phase transition
in the most realistic manner possible. In the first place, we pointed out the uncertainties
and ambiguities in the calculations of the quantities α, β, and other parameters which are
relevant for GW generation, and we discussed the best way to estimate these parameters.
In the second place, we computed the development of the phase transition from the onset
of nucleation to percolation. The calculation included the evaluation of model-dependent
friction parameters which determine the wall velocity. In this regard, we would like to
comment that in recent papers the computation of the wall velocity was avoided by either
considering only models which give runaway walls [33], fixing by hand the value of the
detonation velocity [27], or assuming a Jouguet detonation [32].
We have compared the gravitational wave spectra generated via the three known
mechanisms, namely, bubble collisions, fluid turbulence and sound waves, and we have
discussed the possibility of observing these signals at the eLISA interferometer. For
runaway walls, part of the energy goes to the fluid and part goes to the bubble wall. In
comparison with the stationary motion, this strengthens the signal from bubble collisions
and weakens the signals from turbulence and sound waves. In spite of this, we have
found that the latter two are stronger in most of the parameter regions. This is because
the fluid motions are long-lasting sources of GWs. In any case, the signal from bubble
collisions increases significantly for very strong phase transitions. This is in part due to
the presence of runaway walls, but also due to the vanishing of the parameter β, and
deserves further investigation. Nevertheless, in the extreme cases in which the amplitude
from bubble collisions surpasses those from the other sources, its peak frequency decreases
significantly as well. As a consequence, this signal is never dominant in the region which
is detectable by eLISA.
Our main conclusion is that, since the GW signals from sound waves and turbulence
are generally the dominant ones, detonations are preferable over runaway walls for phase
transitions of similar strength. As a consequence, among the models we considered, the
SM extension with strongly-coupled extra bosons has the best prospects for being detected
at eLISA.
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